The friendly solution
for maximum savings

saves your energy...
Far beyond a controller or energy monitor, behind the user friendly face of i-Green is a
highly advanced energy management system. It’s quick to install, easy to use, and puts
you in control of your entire heating system or any electrical appliance. It enables,
centrally and wirelessly, the programming of each individual radiator or zone, provides
real-time monitoring of energy consumption and running costs, and historic operating
data. Put simply, it’s the technology of the future saving you money today.

Compatible with all our radiators and any electrical appliance!
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Name of radiator
or appliance, i.e. ‘lounge
radiator’ ‘washing machine’
‘immersion heater' etc

On/off - standby killer

Auto or Manual Mode

Power consumption
Average daily
energy consumption
Daily energy
consumption in Kwh or
actual running cost

www.i-green.co.uk

Smile indicates
you’re saving energy
and money

When you know what’s using the energy, when
and how much, substantial savings can be
achieved by programming your heating
and appliances to match your needs.

Real energy management with...
i-Green enables you to analyse what is using your
electricity, how much and when. Using this information
you can regulate temperature settings for each radiator
or zone, and programme individual timings for both
your heating and any electrical appliance.
“Turning the temperature down by
only 1 degree can save £65 per year”

Available in packs, each complete with everything needed
to start reducing your electricity bills, as simple as ABC...
Need to add one or two appliances to a pack? Individual components available, contact Intelli Heat for details.
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Manages up
to 4 radiators
or appliances

Manages up
to 6 radiators
or appliances

Manages up
to 15 radiators
or appliances

Manages up
to 30 radiators
or appliances

£350

£450

£800

£1,300
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